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      Praśnamārga is considered as a text of the level of being apodictic in 
nature in the field of astrology and the Praśna or horary aspect of it. The 
astrological studies and contributions are generally believed to have 
sprung up in ancient India right from the time of Sage Parāśara. 
Praśnamārga is a text which is extolled to be one in the group of a few 
selected works of very high merit on astrology which proved to be of 
ample aid to the later practitioners of astrology in deciphering the in-
depth implications of the matter handled.  
 

      The author of the book Praśnamārga is said to be a Nambootiri from 
a small village named Edakkāṭ, which is situated near Talasseri in 
Kaṇṇūr district of the state of Kerala. 
 

      The author is accredited as a renowned scholar and the text itself is 
regarded by scholars as a book of great value. It has proved, over time, 
to be of great help to the students of astrology in having in-depth 
knowledge of the subject and deciphering some of the difficult-to-
understand principles involved. It is believed that the author was not 
only a highly meritorious scholar in the various aspects of astrology, but 
also was unequalled in the allied topics of omens, mantra śāstra, nimitta, 
etc.  
 

      The great astrologers of ancient India were aware of the diseases of 
all kinds suffered by human beings with the aid of astrology. For 
example, Tridoṣakāraktva of grahas are mentioned in Horāśāstra of 

Vaāhamihira and Br ̥hatjātaka. Ayurveda mentions that Tridoṣa kopa is 
the basic cause of all diseases. Tridoṣas are Vāta, Pitta and Kapha. The 
cause of diseases is aggravated waste in the body. But, as enumerated in 
Praśnamārga, graha kopam is the cause of diseases. 
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Graha kopas caused by sins incurred in the 
earlier lives manifest as the causes of grahakopa 
in the present life.  
    Praśnamārga relates that if, at the time of 
making the query, the unfavorably grahas are 
stationed in the third and eleventh bhāva from 
the Lagna, the favorably stationed grahas are in 
bhāvas other than the third, sixth, eight and 
twelve and Māndi is in any house other than the 
eighth bhāva, it indicates good health.    
   Praśnamārga points out that an astrologer, 
through careful analysis of the horoscope of a 
person, can find out the deeds committed in the 
earlier life through the positions of grahas. 
Many such diseases can be cured by performing 
the required parihāras.  
    Praśnamārga relates that Nimittas are 
indicative of diseases. A good astrologer will be 
able to predict the beginning of the disease, the 
duration the disease will take until cure, 
whether the disease is curable or not and many 
related things based on nimittas. 
    Another cause of diseases, as pointed out in 
Praśnamārga, is the changes that occur to the 
seasons. As per astrology, Sūrya and Candra are 
the grahas which influence the seasons. These 
changes take place due to the change of 
positions of the grahas. This can be calculated 
accurately by an expert astrologer. 
     Mental activities which are negative in 
character, is one major reason for diseases and 
many unpleasant physical conditions. Mind can 
be said to be the cause of bondage and 
liberation. 
     Diseases are classified into two types – 
natural and accidental. The natural type is 
divided into two – physical and mental. The 
accidental type is also divided into two – the 
type the cause of which is known and the type 
the cause of which is unknown. Eight types of 

ailments are delineated in the natural types 
which are the result of various combinations of 
the tridoṣa. A thorough astrologer should 
choose the ailment caused by the strongest 
graham from the foursome of the adhipati of the 
eighth bhāva, the eighth bhāva, the graham 

which has dr ̥ṣṭi on the eighth bhāva and the 
graham which is stationed in the eighth bhāva.  
      Though Graha, Bhāva, Rāśi, Nakṣtra, Daśa, 
which form the totality of the factors considered 
in Jyotiṣa, are of assistance in the diagnosing of 
diseases, the factor which attracts prime 
importance among these is certainly Graha. The 
grahas which are stationed in 6, 8 and 12, the 
graha which is the lord of the 6th Bhāva and the 
graha which maintains yoga with the lord of the 
6th house are the prime Rogakārakas. 
      When the Vedic astrological scriptures 
evolved by the great saints of ancient India are 
well understood, the virtuous deeds carried out 
in the earlier life become evident. An astrologer 
having a discriminative mind set who has 
mastered the intricacies of Hora, the five 
siddhāntas, has the discriminative knowledge of 
the things to be accepted and the things to be 
rejected based on his awareness of the 
instructions laid down, is conversant with the 
science of time, place and causation and also 
the related things will only be able to arrive at 
the right conclusions.  
       Thus, it can be found that Praśnamārga 
relates all possible causes of diseases from the 
point of view of astrology along with remedies. 
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